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nov.21
In simple terms, grad school = Learning to become myself.

11/30 Becoming self-aware that I might be showing this to 
my writing class. I do know some people are going to see it, 
and does that prevent me from being honest? I know it’ll be 
a little skewed. I do believe that some secrets should exist, 
or feelings will be hurt. Luckily, I have a panoply of people 
to tell things to that don’t know who or what I’m talking 
about. I have no secrets, but if everyone knew all of them, 
that would suck.

...
been thinking about ‘research’ 
i used to think of it very negatively
for essays for my human comm minor, i realized i could just 
search for quotes that supported what i wanted to say
and not even acknowledge an opposition,
and i got a’s in all my classes,
which is such bullshit.
i hated research because what the fuck is the point of using 
stuff that’s out there that’s just an experiment that contains 
so many variables
(not hard science - i mean, human-based shit, and also, for 
this context, art-based theory or whatever),
like anything can be fucking written and used as a quote
(when you read this again, it’s mean to be a tone of disbelief 
of its ridiculousness, not angry grrrrr),
like fucking deleuze and guittari, bourriaurd, etc., i
i guess it just seems arbitrary research to me, 
just pick some famous-ass theorists for research and you’re 
solid, eh?
i guess i’m just a skeptic
(due to my inherent gullibility).
i just feel that my experiences are research. 
and thoughts, and how they shift. 
this is research to me.
okay, so i don’t think theory is bullshit,
i’m just saying it seems arbitrary, just like my research that i 
just stated.
i’m not into specificity or commitment, either.

12/1
I try to empathize with the artist we’re critiquing. If I hold 
them to my own standards, and I said everything I thought, I 
would be telling them that they’re not me.
 
I think in English. Isn’t that swell?



12/3
I went to bear last night. I met a few people, I kissed 3 boys on the lips, and I didn't have much anxiety.
Of course, I feel comfortable around artist peers, and I guess I do with bears.
It seems as if otters are generally desirable to bears, and I have definitely received my share of compliments.
I'm used to feeling like an alien, but not around them?
I feel funny, because there are some lonely people who don't successfully fit in like I can…
I just met someone, and he feels like an outsider... he might not even be lonely, but his vibes are just different.
I have a few friends like this, but I like them perfectly for who they are.
It's not my responsibility to accommodate these outsiders, even though I have been one many times.
I just feel weird being at an advantage, and to feel (this feels weird to say) wanted&desired.
I think it has a lot to do with how I'm aware of how I present myself and how I worked hard to understand other humans.
I don't know if I'd be attractive without these. 
(well... i do occasionally receive random compliments about my looks)
I know I work hard on many aspects of my personality, so I'm not thinking "What did I do to deserve this?" at all.
I may have always felt odd, but I've never been lonely. 
 

And my anxieties don't come from thinking people will judge me.
I feel like I might be afraid of not entertaining everyone,

as if it is my responsibility.
I also don't like being the center of attention.

But I like brutal honesty.
I dislike inconsequential small talk, 

and that might be part of it?
But I know there's no consequences if that does happen.

I don't know why I have anxieties, but I know they are there. 
I think I'll chalk it up to brain chemistry.





avoidance: i think i’m just avoiding sensitive issues 
or details. i can go deeper and personal. maybe i 
should just write for myself. yeah, i can do that, 
and selectively choose what to show people. 
 
[if i have a partner/partners, i want to be able to 
tell them everything, even their own flaws. i only 
told my mom that i had diarrhea during my tooth 
filling procedure, and she said tmi] but that can’t 
happen before my thesis, because this will become 
significan’tly less important

12/4
i wish the writing class was all about me. 
 
Why do the squirrels run away when I wave and 
say hi?
 
I want to be diagnosed as autistic.
 
too much stock in authority - of course! i am good student and 
follow rules for the sake of harmony and being considerate. 
i have to think about authority and rules and decide what to 
follow - what’s going to be effective? if i didn’t discriminate, i’d 
be in prison. in this context, i talk about research because i did 
research for my previous majors and i did it for art history so i 
can pass the classes. i have to consciously think of it in order to 
not do it, because doing traditional research is the default that 
i assume due to being taught how to do it. so, writing about it 
sorts these things so i can leave them behind/build upon it.

1 2 - 5
t h ’  l a d y  g a v e  m e  a  f r e e  l u n c h . 
g e n e r o u s  o r  r a c i s t ?



2/28<br>It kind of fucking sucks that I’m asexual. I’m 
homosensual. LOL. It’s bad because I can’t fulfill a 
part of boys that they want, and it’s good because 
I can see bullshit easier.<br><br><br>I just 
need to stop sex before someone thinks it’s 
a possibility. Most guys will assume that I 
also want sex based on attraction, and 
that’s fair, because I’m an exception. 
I just need to somehow insert that 
message into the script of mee-
ing>>>sex as soon as I can, to 
prevent expectations. Wish 
I had an orange hanky 
on the right pocket, ha 
ha.<br><br><br>I will 
NOT feel bad about 
not allowing 
boys to have 
sex with 
me. This 
is about 

ME
.

3/3
I wanna be a firetruck when I grow up.

I wanna be a kid when I grow up.

3/23
I’ve been 

finally diag-
nosed with 
mild autism 
and border-
line ADD. :)

3/6
D o n ’ t 

focus on 
making things into 

art. Pretty much just use 
art as a way to access things or 

make opportunities to do things, most 
which is probably increasing seotonin levils!!!!!!!!!!



3/25 
[to Ewan]

G’day,

I’m going to go first, I need to get some shit off my chest to carry on with my 
day!

First and most important item is that I was just diagnosed with mild autism 
and borderline inattentive ADHD. No surprise at all, I knew these things for 
awhile. I just needed to have that officially documented so that I could fall back 
on it if I needed to. 

I see it as just a variation of being human, so I don’t feel inferior or any of that. 
I love and accept myself for who I am, because if I can’t change myself, I need 
to make it work! Trouble is, a majority of society does not take autism into 
account. Fortunately, it is possible to make it work in a positive way, just gotta 
figure out how!

Last summer, I had no job because I was deathly frightened of working. It’s not 
the boringness of working, it was the rather pronounced anxiety I had about: 
being expected at a specific time, having to be there the entire time when I’d 
rather be doing anything else, the possibility of fucking up, the possibility of 
ruining things for someone else, the possibility of damaging a customer/client, 
the possibility of overstepping boundaries…. etc. etc. I know, a lot of this seems 
normal, but the level of anxiety I can receive with these things literally keeps 
me up at night. It’s the reason I decided to get into grad school instead of wait-
ing a year or two… I basically had a 1-3% chance of getting into grad school 
based on numbers, which is significantly more difficult than a job at McDon-
ald’s! That’s how I think.

Today, after reading my class evaluations, I realized that I just cannot do 
teaching. It’s what I’ve been wanting to do for 8+ years, but now I know I can’t 
do it. It’s not that I’m a bad teacher—I have 8 students taking a class with me 
again—but it just gives me so much anxiety about… pretty much everything 
outside of the classroom. I’d be much more relaxed not doing this in grad 
school, BUT that’s what’s providing me a living (instead of being $80,000 in 
debt!). I am not really great, as I can’t stay organized, I mix up things all the 
time, I am not always clear… but I make it a point to make the class fun!
I’m pretty much resigned to being self-employed, which sounds ideal anyways. 
I’m sure there are jobs out there that I would love, but I’m not counting on that 
at all.

[boxing portion of this e-mail cut and pasted into following page]

Sex-wise… well, the asexual realisation came from the fact that 
I was having sex with people who made it a chore for me. Mean-
ing, those people are very sexual and I felt like I had to perform 

to a certain standard… the type of people who become savages 
and moan and groan and talk dirty, when that isn’t my thing at 

all. 
With some of my guys, they just remain themselves, no more 

and no less. And I love that, and it's enjoyable then!
I’m also really turned off by guys who just want sex, and those 

who clearly want to go past my boundaries, and those who want 
to make it THEIR experience and not OUR experience… and 

that’s many guys, so I just need to avoid that.
The biggest obstacle is that it’s really difficult for me to be physi-

cally aroused. Otherwise, sex can be fun!

Megahugs, 
Daniel



Boxing!

He taught me, very briefly, 1-2-3-4-5-6, a couple dodging things, 
and that’s about it. I didn’t mind, I didn’t want to do endless 

training right then, I just wanted to learn the bare minimum to 
safely spar. 

That’s when I started shooting the video. I just wanted him to 
punch me, to see what it looked like, but then he told me to fight 

back, so I did! You can see what happened in the video. And 
that’s what we did. And honestly, I was really jazzed to do more!

My hesitation to do so came from the pain thing (as well as the 
macho, competitive culture of that, but I know I just need to find 

the right people). He wasn’t punching very hard, so it didn’t 
hurt, and the adrenaline helped loads! I just loved the feeling of 

facing my opponent the entire time (whereas wrestling not near-
ly as much), and both of us trying to punch each other but not 

be punched… my, what a concept, but it was quite exhilarating! I 
definitely want more of it!

In hopes I can Look Back and Laugh
3/17/2015

I want to tell you a little story, ’cause it makes me warm inside 
\\ 
Though my desire to wrestle built up for a couple decades, a month of member-
ship on this site passed before I did something about it. The hesitancy lay in the 
ubiquity of Submission as a primary interest. That frightened me a bit, because 
the only pain I imagined accepting would be incidental to the pinfall matches I 
craved. That notion was debunked rather swiftly.

Ah, but an unfulfilled desire persists, though my fear seems based more in reality.

Boxing. 
///

I suppose I’m an agonophiliac: combat stirs me up. It’s at odds with my pacifist 
nature, though the seeds of curiosity were planted at an incredibly impressionable 
age. ‘though I’m morally opposed to disrupting another man’s homeostasis, it be-
comes desirable in the specific context of regulatory guidelines and… equipment.

Part of the appeal of watching a boxing match is wondering why in the bloody 
hell would these humans engage in this knowing they will experience unpleasant 
physical sensations repeatedly. Yet, I’m still fond of the idea. And yes, I fantasize 
about doing it as well.

However, I do not particularly enjoy pain (giving and receiving). I have never de-
lighted in being struck in any way, even when pregnant with a jovial tone. I never 
feel a rush when concrete wins debate versus skateboard. The only “fight” I’ve 
been in boasted no actual blows, and concluded with my walking away after my 
friend’s flying drop kick off a bench landed more than a foot away from his target.

I’m a bit weary of it all, especially since most perceived aspects of boxing don’t 
appeal to me: I don’t care to prove myself, or to be better than my opponent. I 
have no desire to train (I like to improve on things by doing the thing itself), or to 
mold myself into better shape. I don’t need another outlet for aggression, anger, 
whatever. I believe I simply desire friendly and fun chunks of light sparring.

In a dream world, I’d be able to box as much as I wanted, but without the pain (I’d 
also be able to consume an unlimited amount of lactose). The contest would then 
rely on wearing each other out to a knockout. Health would abruptly be replen-
ished, and permanent damage isn’t a thing.

You see, I don’t think the aforementioned world really exists. My fantasy involves 
much more than I know I want in reality. So what do I do? Sock‘em Boppers? 
Jumbo boxing gloves? A shot of morphine?

Yes, I know: ignore the collywobbles and indulge.



3 / 2 9I read my evalua-tions, and they pret-ty much sucked,Plenty of it seemed iffy. Condescending, not en-thusiastic, unfair, etc. Ignorable, but I can’t ignore them.Realized how much anxi-ety those produced in me.Realized that teaching pro-duces too much anxiety. I can’t handle it.I’m not confident, I don’t explain things well, I’m disorganized, it’s just not for me.But maybe teaching at a smaller size might be fine.But not even a full class seems good at all.I need to be as self-em-ployed as possible.
Also, during the morn-ing of the last time I’ll have a first day of school,I realized I real-ly don’t want to be a student anymore.It just seems like being dragged through syrup, not in a good way.Shit just gets in the way of my thesis.But in other circum-stances, would I like it?I just need a fucking break.

3 / 3 0
Had a sort of panic attack about 30 minutes ago.
I was trying to complete the pen exercise tool Joe sent to me.
I had trouble and couldn’t do the ones I had trouble with last year,
despite having a year’s worth of time to learn it.
I’m following the directions as best as I can. 
But it’s not working.
Something is always fucking up.
It’s me, obviously.
I have no idea what I’m doing incorrectly.
I’m following it as best as I can. But it’s not fucking working.
And I’m supposed to fucking teach this tomorrow?
I can’t fucking teach what I don’t know.
I can’t fucking teach Illustrator. 
I don’t know it for shit.
I’m in charge of teaching Illustrator to 40 people tomorrow.
But I don’t know what I’m doing.
I don’t know Illustrator.
This fucking sucks.
And of course, this led me to think how fucking incompetant I am at everything.
The only thing I’m good at is art.
But there’s no fucking way to really make a living off it it.
It’s fucked up.
I hate it.
I’m so fucking not loving this at all.
I still love myself,
but this fucking sucks.
I seriously feel like I’m just using up resources and not contributing anything to this planet.
At least I have no desire for self-harm.
I just want to be held.
This is one of those times where I had a boyfriend who lived with me.
F u c k .
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4/10
I just read what I wrote above. 

Holy shit, that’s scary.
I’m glad I’m out of that place,

but I do understand the need to just feel all crazy 
to get it out of my system. 



How do I become a kid??? 

4/
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4/28
I’m not getting tired of wrestling, but it’s not as interesting as it once was to me. Yes, of course, I will always love it and enjoy it for, ahem, aesthetic reasons, 

but it’s not something I obsess over anymore.

Part of the reason comes from the fact that it feels pretty limited. By this, I mean that there’s only a certain gamut to operate within, based on the limita-
tions of possible opponents and my lack of technique. 

I feel that if I did some proper training, I would feel quite rejuvenated. I’m always just kinda stuck. Maybe the only thing I really like about it is the resis-
tance? (and the body contact) No, well, there’s plenty of things.

I’m just quite adverse to the culture that surrounds wrestling. First of all is the guys who do this; they’re generally bros, or pretty competitive people. I 
really dislike that, I want FUN. I also am not into the training part of it. Nothing about training seems like fun whatsoever. 

The same thing is there with boxing. However, that’s much more intense! However, it’s so fresh to me.

I do wonder how much of it I enjoy because it’s novel and scary, and how much interest I actually have in it. It’s just something I need to figure out by 
doing it!

I know I’d definitely feel more comfortable if it was an LGBT club! Just like Ewan’s. It’s funny, I don’t put my sexuality at the forefront, but I really feel 
comfortable within the queer community... well, at least the quieter folk, ha! I think there’s a certain vulnerability to being non-heteronormative that 

makes me feel better.

But that’s funny, because I don’t know of any straight friends that are homophobic whatsoever. I do know I’ll never get as close to them as I do with my 
man zoo. I think that’s probably because of the shared experiences that render us vulnerable, like coming out. And feelings are often more on the fore-
front, just more emotional honesty... I also love the cuddling and the comfort of the physical contact that takes place, because that solidifies that bond. 
I’m sure straight women would be okay with that more than straight men, but neither would feel right... so yeah, a shared experience helps tremendously. 

I talked to Ty about my sexuality not being at the forefront, but most friends I made outside of the school context are bears. I wonder if that really push-
es my sexuality forward...?  Because that fact isn’t incidental. But is it? I do gravitate HEAVILY toward those who are most like myself. My ideal friend 
(husbear?) would probably be a mildly autistic, INFP, overlapping taste in culture, skateboarder... but I’d prefer them to be “left-brained,” responsibler... 

among other things. 

It’s weird how I really like people that are similar. It makes me feel really weird, but I think that people might actually want that more than they admit. At 
least I know for sure that I want them to not look like me. I love difference in looks quite a bit, as long as it’s to my standard of what I aesthetically like...

And I’m wondering if non-Austic folk prefer people like themselves as much as I do. Of course, people want to have things in common, but I don’t know 
how much in common they like them... ah, fuck it.





LIST OF STUFF (MINE ONLY)
Plus the barter price.
“fuck off” written with my hair. ~2 years of my head hair shaped into a phrase I probably 
say less often that I actually want to.
Send “fuck off” to a friend via text message, OBO.

Rainbow bladez from my ex.
Pay my Comcast bill, or size 11 Chuck Taylors (low top), or a ’95 forest green Honda Civic, 
OBO.

One-take acapella cover of Aerosmith’s “Get a Grip” CD. 
Give me something really embarrassing that you made (art, poetry, music, etc.).

Bag with hair and red paint and a paper triangle. I made this in my first year, and I “chal-
lenged” (lol) myself to keep it all three years.
Give me something you’ve also kept for three years, or a box of Q•tips, or floss, OBO.

You’re a city boy now. Those words were uttered by my ex’s father to my ex after living 
in a big city for a year, and that was devastating to him, I think. The city boy/country 
boy thing was something I had never heard of before then. I’m a city boy, through and 
through.
Give me 3 blank white medium t-shirts, OBO.

Papers with text on them about myself (dis/likes and FAQs). The FAQ is to save time and 
energy. For the dis/likes, I just wanted to get some stuff out there that usually just sits in 
my head. I especially wanted to call myself out for some shit. It was pretty helpful.
Tell me something you usually don’t talk about.

The box with the books about sex that I made. I felt like I had some funny/awkward/some-
what unusual sex stories to share to those who want to know.
E-mail me a miniature sex story, or just take one, OBO.

Lil’ animal diorama
A bunch of miniature animals (at least 20), or Super Mario 64 DS + WarioWare Touched!, OBO.

Brown rainbow pillow. I had my cub friend make it for me, and he said it’s magic because 
we’re making it for our own community, and it should bring us more bears. To further 
magic it, we both jizzed into the stuffing.
Make one for me, or materials for another one, OBO.

Bear flag painting. I had already done one for the show that made me realize that I’m gay 
and not aromantic, though I guess this is me claiming my alligience in full ownership.
Gift me Priority Access on Bear411 or 6-month Scruff PRO membership, oil paints in these 
colours, Viagra, OBO.

Bear stripe speedos. 
Host a bear speedo party, OBO.

Body awareness drawings and descriptions.
Tell me about your body awareness.

Books I did when I was a kid that I will never live up to.
Make me a kid again, or legally marry me (I must agree).

Book with puppies on cover that is about a puppy who becomes a neon artist. I think this 
was done in third grade.
Guarantee me a career as a neon artist.

Diamond colourful painting that represents reducing my anxiety through my sound>>>visu-
al “synesthesia”
Me-sized weighted blanket, or treat me to gigs/concerts/shows, or purchase 10 CDs for me, OBO. 
[My Nina wants this one.]

It’s fun to be friends with everyone painting. I just wanted to do something really dumb.
Introduce yourself to 3 strangers, or write a nice pretty letter to me and 2 other friends with the 
same exact message, OBO. [My cousin Josh wants this one]

Chalkboard landscape. I make a lot of (temporary) chalk work at Domino’s while waiting for 
pizza, so I thought this would be fun.
Have a kid less-than-7-years-old make 10 drawings for me, OBO.

Little drawings all over. They are visual representations of the statement I gave for the 
catalogue.
Kiss a dad or just take them.

These letter-sized “posters” are things I wish I could do for a living.
Give me a warm embrace, or text message your mom “I love you,” OBO.

Videos: Finnegans Wake, that I have not completed because I don’t want to rush it… I feel 
like it needs more context. Skateboarding videos were for my students on how to get from 
one place to another. “Wrestling” with Graham was silly but strange for me because it’s not 
what I want from wrestling. Devil Daggers is my record in the game that I accomplished for 
this show, and it also is a metaphor for anxiety… yeah. 
The videos are always free, but I’m trying to sell the mid-2007 20” iMac + crummy keyboard + 
mouse for $300 firm, for insurance purposes.

Obnoxiously bright red painting
Scream as loud as you can in a public place (this gallery counts!), OBO.

It’s okay to be sad painting. My ex-roommate told me this, which is important, because I 
often try to stay positive and not really let negative feelings happen. I’ve been doing this, 
and I don’t feel as good, obviously, but at least I recognize that it’s healthy.
Write me a letter about a sad time and how you dealt with it, OBO.

Big blue painting I made to feel good
Hug me for one minute straight, hold hands walking around the block with me, OBO. [My mom 
claimed this one with both offers, but we didn’t walk around the block.]

The form of the thesis I did for the show.
E-mail me some very personal thoughts, or send me your own thesis, OBO.

I also have a bunch of little index cards in a box, left over from the White Box Show (but I 
still really like them)
Smile at least once in your lifetime.



Stain Code II: Daniel’s Dick Adventure by Andrew Douglas 
Campbell. (He had already done one for himself, and he men-
tioned that he wanted to do it with others, so I volunteered. Of 
course.)
“Five shirts, customized or modifed by the purchaser.” [I’ll be 
claiming this]

Like mother like daughter by Anne Magratten (mari lol put 
stuffed animals in it) 
“My painted crates titled like mother like daughter are outside 
your studio door for thesis. They cost admission to another 
show or a hand written secret. I love you Daniel!” 

Duckinstrument photo and profile painting by Daniel Pat-
rick Shaw (he used to be my student)
Chili cheeseburger

Horses doing cocaine by ??? (from the hourse show lol)
Make a family, or at least try your darndest (within your life-
time).

Book that my mom did (she used to do calligraphy)
A portal to La Habra, CA.

Square painting with pink stripes by Alex Wurts and Dan-
iel P. Lopez (nice)
“I want to barter for a bad painting in exchange for our collab. 
It has to be a bad one.”

lacroix boix by Jeff Cashier (lol cute)
“think about a basket of kittens for 30 seconds”

Jiz jar by Jason Soley (he was Natalie’s student lol) 
“Whatever you want to do with the Jiz is up to you.”

Dolphins and other radness by Natalie Wood (in a tiny gold 
frame lol)
“Trade mine for anything holographic.”

Cool lil’ owl from Christa Connelly (I was in her fake TV 
show)
“In return I would like a hand written note saying I was right 
and he does suck.”

Rental agreement from Joseph Robert Moore (I didn’t feel 
like printing out the ~40 other pages he provided, sorry)
“I want $1200 for this shit.”

Banner and 50xthings poster by Matthew Wayne Christy 
(he nice)
 “A high speed ink jet laser printer compatible with Macintosh 

Random stuff all around from Bill Henke (all of it came in a 
box and it was overwhelming)
“I would make it simple and make every thing the same “Val-
ue”. If that is actual moola, a buck or two should do it or a 
Quarter for that matter. If you can get a meal or two out of it, or 
beer, doughnuts, deck and wheels hey its great.”

I should have been a DOCTOR by Jea Alford (<3334) 
“Daniel’s favourite piece of your art.” [I claimed this one]

Stuff by other people that I asked to put in this show.



Humans, clockwise, starting above:

Mom, Daniel, Nick (brother)

Papa (Tio Ray (uncle)), Madrina (Tia Jeanne 
(aunt)), Nino (godfather/uncle), Nick (this was the 
best photo of Papa y Madrina that my mom sent 

me).

Nino, Daniel, Nina (godmother/aunt), Kevin (cous-
in)



Family
Wow! I spent so much time with them.

First, let’s get the negative out of  the way: I probably missed opportunities to talk to people because of  them. I had to lead them to open the cards. They 
didn’t get to see me kiss any bears. lol.

It was fun to hang out with them, though. I wasn’t annoyed! There were a couple times I wanted to talk to people, but that wasn’t too bad.
I’m not sure what they thought of  the wall of  stuff that wasn’t mine. But they said my show was cool, and of  course, I’m not sure how much of  that was 

genuine? I know they really liked the pretty synesthetic painting, of  course, that’s the most easily accessible one! 
They did, of  course, notice the FAQ and dis/likes of  myself. 

Particulars
Synesthetic piece: I think they all liked it/thought it was neat (“they” = everyone minus Nick and Kevin—they don’t vocalize anything).

Bear pillow: I tole my mom and Nick about James/magic/jizzing in the pillow. Mom thought it was funny, NIck said it’s cool (?), Kevin just laughed. 
Nino, regarding the bear speedos: “Looks like she dropped those on the floor,” or something that implied that I had sex with a girl and she left them at 

my place. He made it a point to tell me that “joke.”
The animal diorama was “cool” or “neat” by Tia Jeanne.

Nick was disappointed FUCK OFF wasn’t in pubic hair. They thought it was funny.Stain code: I was able to explain it pretty well to my mom. I’m 
really glad I was able to tell her that I piss on dudes. And she seemed like it was interesting, but relatively nonplussed. I told the others, too, and I think 

they were pretty much the same.
Jiz: only Nick, Kevin, Mom, maybe Nino/Nina got it. Nick asked what it was, I told him to try it, he asked how old it is, I said a week, but he still didn’t. 

Madrina y Papa were studying it, it was fucking funny.
Nick: “You don’t like EDM?” Me: “Fuck no.” Nick: “Alright.”

Mom held my hand and gave me a minute-long warm embrace for the blue painting. Nick said there’s no room for it whlie we discussed the logistics of  
how to give it to her.

Devil Daggers: Nick asked what it is. I told him if ’s for Windows. Okay.
Nothing much said about the other videos, even the wrestling.

Summer N Gray enthusiastically came up to my circle of  family, and they all said hi. She asked my brother if  he was my brother, and he said Yeah. 
Summer then said He told me he might have hired an actor. I think Nick said It’s possible. Summer told my family that I might have hired them all. I 

think they laughed. Summer N Gray seemed satisfied.

mari lol was so hyped on meeting my mom. It was precious, and of  course, my mom was a little shy about her celebrity. 

A couple others met my family. Can’t remember too much.

Brian Sean Gillis! That was funny. He spoke about how big of  a deal this was to me, that a lot of  my work was coming to this. He exaplained a little 
about my work to them, maybe even how I”ve grown and shit like that. He asked me if  I was using family photos for the thesis. Yeah. He also said he 
thought I put him on my committee because he’s bear-like. I told him no, it’s because he’s fucking awesome and he asked me if  Santa Claus is real. mari 

lol said she had to turn away when she heard that, or something like that. lol. 
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5/7: “This needed to happen”

What I did is what I needed to do... deal with anx-
iety, talk with family, call myself out... etc.
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5/7: “I’ve been reacting to school so much.... 
Has been inescapable “

I’m just really plugged into art school, instead 
of operating independently and bringing that 
stuff here (well, not totally true, just look at the 
social media section). It’s not a bad thing at all, 
I am just making work for this context, because 

I’ll never be in grad school again.

Once I’m done, I can do what I want on my own 
timeline... though I’m happy to have had dead-
lines to understand my way of working with 

time.

5/7: “Stuff, if some of this filler?”

I could have had less stuff. This thought is at odds with my previous thought, 
“This needed to happen.” I imagined how powerful it could have been with just 
the bear stuff. But I also wanted to have stuff for the family. And maybe I could 
have gotten rid of contributions. But I do think this goes into my next thought:

“DUMPING STUFF AT SCHOOL”

Basically, I think I just had to do as much as possible to get it out of my system. 
I won’t be in grad school again, so this was the last real opportunity to just deal 

with the ideas I need to now, so that I can move on.



Neil Daigle Orians
I was taking a shit and browsing aimlessly 
through Growlr, and this boy popped up in the 
Online section. I found out he was also fin-
ishing grad school (but at University of Con-
necticut instead of University of Oregon), and 
checked out his work based on his website 
that he listed on his profile. I’m always weary 
of most artists, but... whoa, I actually love his 
work! It’s very idiosyncratic and non-compla-
cent, both being my favourite qualities in an 

art “practice.” 

I asked about his thesis, and he granted me 
the document via e-mail. I knew it would be 
relatable, but I didn’t know it would be that 
relatable. There are discrepancies, naturally, 
but let me clunkily name a few overlapping 

elements:

“I try to make things that remind the view-
er that it’s ok to be sad, but it’s also ok to 

love yourself.”

A bit of my work deals with facing my own 
demons, calling them out to deal with them. 
Coincidentally, I do have a painting that says 
“It’s okay to be sad,” and that’s something I 

need to remind myself of. 

I also exhibit positive feelings about myself, 
to balance out the problems that I have. I feel 
it’s important to not ignore parts of oneself for 
comfort’s sake; sometimes one just needs to 
feel fucking scared, and let people know that 

feelings of all types are crucial.

“Invoking a personal narrative allows the viewer into a level of intimacy with the artist[...], 
creating an intimate moment between viewer and artist.”

Hear, hear. I used to avoid it at all costs, until I realized some artists were giving themselves to the 
audience, and not just demanding attention. 

“Everyone is an other. At some point, everyone experiences otherness. For some it causes a 
rare moment of confusion. For others it is a familiar daily ritual in a world that seems to do 
whatever it can to remind you that you do not belong. For the most part, I can blend. [...] My 
beard is bushy and often unkempt, much to the chagrin of my mother and husband, yet this 
lack of grooming allows me to pass. Yet even with my ability to assimilate, carefully groomed 

over years of trying to fit in with my brothers and friends, I am still an other.”

I experience the same thing. I often pass as straight, even to the point where someone won’t be-
lieve that I’m gay. It doesn’t happen by design, it happens because I favour aesthetics that prevent 
anxiety that comes with attention. This tends to be what a masculine-presenting straight males 
would “typically” wear, that is often based more on utility than fashion (this also plays into my 
lower-than-normal tolerance for sensory input, because clothes needs to feel okay against my 

body). And yeah, my mom used to complain about my beard, too.

There is a pleasure in being marginalized. The sense of pleasure that comes from looking 
at the majority and thinking, “Wow I’m glad I’m not one of them” is indescribable. While 
I understand the reality of oppression and the tragedy of my history, I still can say, “I love 

being queer.”

Agreed. Though I do pass as straight, I get off on PDA with another masculine-presenting guy: 
kissing, hugging, holding hands. This is how I feel the most subversive, by perverting the male 

side of the gender binary.

I do my best to express my queerness casually while avoiding assimilation. I don’t think sexuality 
really should matter in the big picture, but it’s impossible to deny that it affects people. I attempt 
to present my side with as much nuance as possible, acknowledging the weirdness of differences 

of non/heteronormativity.

This also applies to my autism, as well as being non-white in Oregon. How am I different, and 
when does it matter?



alterspace: pleasure detail 1 by Neil Daigle Orians



MASK4MASC
Investigations in manifestations of queer masculinity, taking a 
particular interest in daddy and bear subcultures. In creating this 
work, I am thinking about how bodies interact in virtual space 
(namely, gay dating apps and social media). This ability to con-
nect with people from all across the world simultaneously cre-
ates an outlet and opportunity of objectification. Sometimes, 

by becoming less anonymous, we become more objectified.

by Neil Daigle Orians



MAN ZOO



Man Zoo = the boys that I have some form of relationship outside of 
school (this list is specific to my time in grad school). Most of them I 
have slept with in some sense, some are strictly platonic, and one or two 
I met just to hang out with. All of them are queer/gay/non-heteronorma-
tive.

One reason why I created this list is to keep track of these boys.

A more important reason is to understand who I am the most com-
fortable with, sexually. This is a huge deal to me because I experience 
anxiety nearly anytime I get busy with someone:

a. Because I’m a hypocondriac, I know many facts about many STIs. 
However, despite my knowledge, I somehow figure out a way that 
something could have been transmitted to me, no matter how unlikely. 
There is absolutely nothing I can do to stop this.

b. I find myself losing my will to speak up against something I don’t 
want to do. I’ll almost always say “I feel great” or “I love that sound 
of that,” even if those statements are false. I don’t understand my 
pronounced aversion to conflict/opposition, but I’m guessing it has to 
do with my autistic wiring. Regardless of how respectful one is with 
boundaries, he will almost always be unaware of my discomfort.

Additionally, it points out to me that I’m engaging in sex much more 
than I want to, especially since it produces more anxiety than pleasure! 
Thus, through this data collection, I am learning how to alter my current 
social environment to manifest something more desirable.

When I completed the chart to the point where it is now, I decided to 
be celibate for a month or so. With this method, I have a solid reason to 
reject any offers  (otherwise I’d still go along with requests). 

It is important for me to begin giving myself power to say “no.” I’ve 
had to tell a couple people so far, and it’s helping me build confidence 
in myself.

This chart also helped me realize that I have met 56 boys since I’ve 
been in grad school.

Fifty-six.

All I know is that I’m wired to be constantly stimulated with new ex-
periences —in this case, that would be new people. Obviously, with the 
previous column on this page in mind, it’s not based in lust (however, I 
will admit that I have a voracious appetite for cuddling).

My ex-roommate called me “emotionally slutty,” meaning that I grow 
close to many guys very quickly. I’m much more interested in hearing 
“I’ve never really talked about this with anyone” than “Wanna touch our 
naughty bits together?” I’d rather love than fuck, basically. 

I am aware that I am incapable of monogamy. I consider myself a 
Relationship Anarchist, essentially meaning that I have unlimited love 
to give, of all different types, to whomever I choose, without having to 
label them. I want to re-emphasize the unlimited love: only time limits 
how much emotional investment I can sink into a person.

The key part to all of this is integrity. I always treat everyone fairly and 
uniquely. The way I feel about one person is different than everyone 
else. I never lie or cheat; I can only be honest with everyone. 
 
I always attempt to make some positive impact with every person, 
though that’s not always guranteed. I can’t say for sure, but I feel like 
I’m doing an okay job at the least...

Regarding the list: It should be noted that I’m censoring information for 
privacy reasons. I kept in as much information as I could that would not 

reveal the person, deleting names and any identifying unique/idiosyn-
cratic traits.



This mobile app is marketed for bears/chasers/everyone in between. 

Being a smartphone location-based app, it’s seemingly the most ubiquitous way of “meeting” 
bears worldwide. Though I’m contributing to this hegemony... y’know, fuck, it’s a really great 
intuitive system, so I’m on it all the fucking time. If I don’t keep my iPod unlocked, the wi-fi 
will reset, and I’ll have to wait for it to connect again, so I usually just leave my device unlocked 

and open to GROWLr. 

I meet most of my guys here, because bears. 

Looking at attractive people boosts dopamine levels. I realized that looking at bears on this app 
actually helps me wake up when I get up to take a shit. It might be a placebo, but at least I feel 
a teensy bit more alert after checking cute boys out. I sometimes compliment them, or respond 

to something in their profile, whatever... so I end up chatting with loads of guys all over. 

I change my profile text (about me) often. I find more efficient ways of saying what I want, or I 
figure something out about myself, or I just want to make it dumb. The only constant is to keep 

it succinct, and to have a happy face at the end.



The images on the top row 
have been some of my main 
profile photos. These are the 
first images people would see 
while browsing through the 

grid of bears on GROWLr.

The images on the bottom row 
are a select few private pho-
tos I would have to unlock for 
every individual user. Unlike 
many boys, I do not post my 
naughty bits here; I make it a 
point to keep their presence to 
in-person viewing (with very 

few exceptions). 



My first 
experience 
with doM/sub 

roleplay.
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Scruff

Scruff falls som
ew

here betw
een G

rindr and G
row

lr: m
asc guys next 

door are the typical diaspora, and m
usclebears are the m

ost W
oof’d 

at. Thus, I created a scene of m
yself in m

y m
ost m

asculine clothes 
in a m

oonlit forest. I don’t use this m
uch because one m

ust pay for 
a lot of features Fuck that.

Grindr

Grindr consists mostly of young gay males. Loads of college kids in-
habit this app, a big chunk of them not out, so blank/no face profiles 
are plentiful. Furthermore, the users of this app have the reputation 
of being shallow, stupid, and highly judgmental. Fortunately, I don’t 

experience much of that, because people rarely message me.

I knew I couldn’t avoid acquiring it for some reason, and I still have it 
to chat to the four people I’m still in correspondence with. I created 
this profile image to appear creepy and unapproachable. I don’t think 

I need much help in this scene, regardless.

In this context, “play” and “fun” refer to sex.



Facebook

Last year, I decided that I wanted to go on a date with a girl 
to see what it’s like. I chose Tinder because Craigslist seems like 
it’d be too sketchy, and OKCupid just felt blah.

I had to upgrade my iPod in order to download the app. Howev-
er, it requires the user to log in with Facebook. It is such fuck-
ing bullshit, considering I hate FB and its deathgrip on social 
whatever bullshit. I tried a couple workarounds, by attempt-
ing to find pre-existing profiles to login with, using random 
e-mail/phone number generators, etc., to no avail.

I decided to just use my alias, Darryl Lozano, that I assigned 
for CL business and signing up for stuff. The information is 
pretty much identical to mine, except for the name and birth-
day. However, FB rejected it: “We’ve asked you to verify your 
identify because it looks like you may have multiple accounts 
or may not be using your authentic identity.” Furthermore:

“if you’ve already tried to log in to Facebook and followed the 
instructions, but weren’t able to verify your identity, please re-
ply to this email and attach an image of your government-is-
sued photo ID to the message. You can use a scanner or take a 
photo of your ID.

If you don’t have a government-issued photo ID, you can also 
send us 2 different forms of ID (ex: school ID, credit card) that 
both show the same name. One of the IDs must also include a 
photo or date of birth that matches the information on your 
Facebook profile.

If you don’t have an ID that shows the name you use in real life 
and your photo or date of birth, you can provide 2 forms of ID 
that show the same name and a government ID that includes a 
date of birth or photo that matches the information on your 
profile.”

Just as I expected, I couldn’t simply use the Darryl Loza-
no U of O ID I just Photoshopped. I decided to just take 
the time to alter my driver’s license. Finally, they ac-
cepted it. The whole ordeal lasted 5 days, with the ma-
jority of time spent waiting to hear back from them. 

Pictured above and below are the photos I used to 
gain access to Facebook after being denied. Fuck ‘em.

The background image is a screenshot of my fan page. Amy More-
lock set it up, I had nothing to do with it.It’s really funny, though.



I quit Facebook around 2011 because I didn’t 
like how the online interactions differed from 
those in-person. I still dislike that, however, I 

just needed a Tinder account.

I don’t feel as if I’m lying when I say I don’t 
have a profile. I run it under the avatar Dar-
ryl Lozano. The activity I produce there is 
largely inconsequential to my life, though I 
really enjoy making really stupid posts, be-

cause they make me laugh.

There are extra benefits that I did not antic-
ipate:

a. Notifications of when Bear/parties hap-
pen.

b. Easier way of tracking bands I like playing 
in Eugene.

c. “Stalking” potential roommates, when I 
was looking for one.

I’m “friends” with my Scottish pals I have yet 
to meet, random people in Eugene, my “hus-
band” in Florida, Chloe Muffins, and now, a 

couple friends I know.

I’m scared of going down a slippery slope of 
actually using it since I’ll have much more 

free time. Fuck.



 <---This is my Tinder profile. 
 
I’ve matched with a few girls, and I’m currently 
talking to one of them for a date. I still haven’t done 
it, even though we’ve been in contact for a couple 
of months. It just comes down to the fact that I’m 
just really into boys. I’ve probably met/befriended 
4-6 dudeguys since I started to work on plans with 

her. 

I also feel that it would benefit me to have more 
females in my life, considering that I mainly hang 

around male humans.

The strange part for me is the fact that I’m nervous 
to talk to girls, even though there really isn’t any-
thing at stake, really. Part of it is social condition-
ing, and I think some of it stems from hearing how 
shitty straight boys treat women (and I don’t want 

to accidently do that). 

I know this is a hookup app, but... no plans there. 
Probably.



This is one of the first in-
stance of using CL (Craig-
slist). John Edward Al-
len Tolles convinced me 
to start purchasing this 
brand instead of the popu-
lar ones with partially hy-
drogenated oil. However, 
I didn’t realize how to stir 

in this oil very well.

So, I decided to put this ad 
up in the Strictly Platonic 
section of CL. Of course, 
because it seemed like a 
“sexy” ad, a couple guys 
offered their services, 
when I really just wanted 
a shirtless pic of a bear.

A man sent me three pic-
tures, including his dick 

in one shot.

Instead of exploiting him, 
I decided to recreate the 
photos so I could show 
them that way. I took the 
photo with a pinhole cam-
era made from a jar of 

Adams peanut butter.



Yes I’m on my way back from roseburg be back around 2 
ish can u send me pictures
Mark, this is Daniel, with the watch from Craiglist. I am off 
of class 2.30-5, does that work for you? I will be by Franklin 
+ Onyx.
Ok send away
Okay, I don’t have a camera phone, so I have to e-mail to you
K I’ll check it
Just sent 
How much?
I listed it as $70, but feel free to pay more! Ha
Nice I was hoping 35$
I was originally going to sell it for $100, which is about 1/3 
off the original price
Make a deal .., it’s a gift for my buddy from Maui
I don’t bargain. I really need money!
Will you concider 50$
I don’t bargain. $70
60$
I don’t bargain. $70. Maybe $69.75
Today
Aw you ain’t right hahaha
Haha. It is what it is
What does the watch do
It has GPS, tracks distance, maybe heartrate… I never 
personally used it. It is a Nike Sportwatch, if you want to 
look it up.
Is it new
No, my ex used it, like the ad indicates – but he took good 
care of it – one of tose OCD guys, would get pissed if it got 
scratched
No wonder you booted him
You have no idea. I couldn’t even go out with friends if he 
didn’t know what I was doing. Control freak
Dang no excuse for that but you must be hot
I don’t think I am, but I do get compliments from hot bears 
sometimes
Any Picts … Im a good judge I’ll email you one of me
Okay, I will send you one back when I get to my studio
Sweet what is your email and I’ll send u one
Lakewithlegsinsteadofwater@yahoo.com
On its way
U get it
Back in Eugene now
I am in class. I get out at 2.

K text me
Hey, I don’t have the exact address, 
but going west on Franklin by 
matthew knight arena, turn right 
on Onyx, you will cross a short 
bridge into a parking lot, I will meet 
you there. I am wearing brown 
jacket blue jeans blue hat
OK gimme 15 min
Cool
Did u get my pict ? Where’s yours
I did indeed reply with mine
Email ?
Yes
I am here in the parking lot
Ok

This interaction took place based on the ad for a watch 
my ex gave me to sell. I wrote a sob story about breaking 
up with him in the text, just to inject superflous personal 
narrative for a simple ad.

The dialogue on the left is text messages between myself 
and the guy (latter is italicized). It was quite surprising.

As he pulled up to pick up the watch, he just reeked of be-
ing a bro—4x4 with dirt, energy drink jersey, bad swagger. 
I wondered if he was still in the closet.

Nope, he just looking to fuck a sad, vulnerable girl.
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A sack of snail shit: An arbitrary item to compare things to.
Agonophilia: I’m sexually aroused by hand-to-hand combat. Wrestling and boxing videos serve as my 

porn.
Aromantic: Not experiencing a desire to form a romantic relationship.
Asexual: In this thesis, it means I don’t really care for sex, though it means many things to dif-

ferent human sapiens.
Autism: Weird brain shit that makes me process stuff differently than neurotypical humans: I don’t 

make connections between abstract things easily, I’m more sensitive to light/sound/smell/
taste, I have butt tons of anxiety, amongst many other symptoms.

Bear: Short for Bear Night
Bear: Sexy-ass chubby/hairy gay dudes.
Bear411: A shitty-ass bear social networking site that only becomes decent once you pay.
Bear flag: A symbol of bears, with 7 stripes, and a paw (I don’t usually include the paw in my 

work).
Big curbs: My favourite spot by studios. Manuals.
Bladez: In-line skates. 
Bros: Guys who fall into the asshole category... fuck, I’m not going to go into detail about this.
Borderline inattentive ADD: Can’t pay attention, space out, forget shit, bad sense of time-manage-

ment...
Boys: Dudes, guys, somewhere on the gay spectrum. Age is irrelevant. Derived from girltalk—y’know, 

talking about boys.
Canadastephen: Stephen Mathew Nachtigall
Chloe: Tiny cat living with mari lol, Jeff Cashier, and Joseph Robert Moore
Dis/likes: Likes and dislikes
Equpiment: Gear used in wrestling/boxing/other fetish stuff that arouses me.
Horse: Hourse.
Hourse: Horse.
Husbear: Portmanteau of “husband” and “bear.”

Glossary



Glossary, cont.

INFP: Best Meyers-Briggs Type Indicator personality. Introverted-iNtuitive-Feeling-Perspective.
Illustrator: Adobe program that I had to learn to teach ARTD250. I don’t hate it anymore.
Jizzed: Ejaculated semen from a dick.
Man Zoo: The boys I’m involved with, either intimately, sexually, or platonically.
mari lol: Mary Margaret Morgan.
Masc: Short for masculine, a way of indicating that a gay male is not feminine, typically in a 

judgmental way.
Musclebear: Buff-ass hairy gay dude.
Nails: An arbitrary item to compare things to.
Neurotypical: Humans without some mutation in brain processing. Or something like that.
Non-heteronormative: Someone who does not conform to the standards of a straight “lifestyle” (sex, 

gender role, etc.)
Otter: A skinny/average-sized bear. 
Panoply: It’s a cute word.
Pinfall: Wrestling where the goal is to make sure the other boy has his shoulderblades on the 

ground against his will.
Puppy: Best animal.
Small curbs: Canadastephen’s favourite spot by the studios. He does nollie noseslides and shit.
SLAP: Skateboarding magazine out-of-print, now a forum infamous for shit-talking.
Sock’em Boppers: Inflatable large boxing gloves marketed as toys for kids. I’ve never used them.
Submission: Wrestling where the goal is to hurt the other boy until he can’t stand the pain. It’s 

more fun than it sounds.
Synesthesia: When neurological pathways or something get all mixed up and shit and sound translates 

to colour or whatever.
Tiny: Chloe’s dimensions.
Weighted blanket: A special type of blanket that puts weight on a body that acts like a hug to re-

duce anxiety.
Woof: A word used to compliment a bear/cub/otter/etc.



Fall
9 28 = Swiss Grid by Turing Machine
9 29 = Chain Reaction by 31knots
9 30 = His and Mine Sensations by Liars
10 1 = Savage Night at the Opera by Destroyer
10 2 = Trip Trap by Tunng
10 3 = Pure UnEvil by Liars
10 4 = It’s Working by MGMT
10 5 = It’s Working by MGMT
10 6 = Aquarium by Casino Versus Japan
10 7 = I’m Totally Not Down With Rob’s Alien by Mi-
nus the Bear
10 8 = Never Give Up by Mike V and the Rats
10 9 = Mansion of Misery by Miniature Tigers
10 10 = Silence Is Our Medicine by The Black and 
White Years
10 11 = Away Again by Minor Alps
10 12 = Buried Plans by Minor Alps
10 13 = Ativan Eyes by Ted Leo and the Pharmacists
10 14 = Kim & Jessie by M83
10 15 = Freeze by Aesop Rock
10 16 = Buried Plans by Minor Alps
10 17 = I Ain’t Tha 1 by N.W.A.
10 18 = Going To Your Funeral [Part 1] by eels
10 19 = On, Onsite (Feat. Lil 1/2 Dead) by Kurupt
10 20 = Dropped by Atoms for Peace
10 21 = Trolley Friend by Pattern is Movement

10 22 = Thanks for the Killer Game of Crisco® Twister by 
Minus the Bear
10 23 = Blue Balloon by Ween
10 24 = Courtesy by Chipzel
10 25 = Out of the Blue by Julian Casablancas
10 26 = Scream for Me by Electric Eel Shock
10 27 = Black Swan by Thom Yorke
10 28 = Grind on me by Pretty Ricky
10 29 = DOLPHINSTOMP by Balam Acab
10 30 = Frozen Zoo by Tera Melos
10 31 = C. 16th ± by These New Puritans
11 1 = Boneless byThe Notwist
11 2 = Your Life Is A Lie by MGMT
11 3 = Parrot by Stepdad
11 4 = The Trouble With Candyhands by Deerhoof
11 5 = Peach Trees by Pattern is Movement
11 6= song from Pyoro (WarioWare)
11 7 = 23 by Blonde Redhead
11 8 = Alone Again Or by Love
11 9 = Pink Atlantic by Erica Eso
11 10 = Małe świerki by Stara Rzeka
11 11 = Last Fad by Deerhoof
11 12 = Mothball the Fleet by Deerhoof
11 13 = Floating City by Shrift
11 14 = Never Be The Same by Built to Spill
11 15 = LOLJESUSJW: jeffry by I Cried When Bambi Slipped 
On The Ice (A True Story)
11 16 = Falls Apart by Sugar Ray
11 17 = Corona (Minutemen cover) by Yo La Tengo

11 18 = Periodically Double or Triple by Yo La 
Tengo
11 19 = Moonjock by Animal Collective
11 20 = Fluorescent Adolescent by Arctic Mon-
keys
11 21 = She Has A Girlfriend Now by Reel Big 
Fish
11 22 = The Mander by Houdan the Mystic
11 23 = song from Kiwi Kraze
11 24 = Trip Trap by Tunng
11 25 = Savage Night at the Opera by Destroyer
11 26 = Talk To La Bomb by Brazilian Girls
11 27 = Chinatown by Destroyer
11 28 = Last Days of Disco by Yo La Tengo
11 29 = Otis by Chipzel
11 30 = Our Way to Fall by Yo La Tengo
12 1 = Heavy Cross by Goxxip
12 2 = Good Friday by Why?
12 3 = Good Friday by Why?
12 4 = MY SPACE by Chicks on Speed
12 5 = Rusted Guns of Milan by Art Brut
12 6 = Who Sees You by My Bloody Valentine
12 7 = Dead Leaves and the Dirty Ground by 
White Stripes
12 8 = In Another Way by My Bloody Valentine
12 9 = Do You Wanna by Ringo Deathstarr
12 10 = U Got A Problem? by Ludacris
12 11 = In Another Way by My Bloody Valen-
tine

Song of the Days



Winter break
12 12 = Soft as Snow (But Warm Inside) by My Bloody 
Valentine
12 13 = Top Drawer by Man Man
12 14 = Baby’s Wearing Blue Jeans by Mac Demarco
12 15 = Big Trouble by Sean Na Na
12 16 = Girls Like Us by The Julie Ruin  
12 17 = Reasons by Built to Spill
12 18 = Ex Girl to Next Girl by GangStarr
12 19 = No Shame in My Game by GangStarr
12 20 = Bad Kids to the Front by Deerhoof
12 21 = From Nothing to Nowhere by Pinback
12 22 = Torn Maps by Bosnian Rainbows
12 23 = The Truth is Fucked by Division of Laura Lee
12 24 = Chinatown by Jets to Brazil
12 25 = King Medicine by Jets to Brazil
12 26 = Woman Friend by Chromeo
12 27 = Demons Sing Love Songs by Unwound
12/28 = Iceblink Luck by Cocteau Twins
12/29 = AKA Driver by They Might Be Giants
12/30 = East Hastings by Godspeed You Black Emperor!
12/31 = Human by Editors
1/1 = Low Heaven by 13 & God
1/2 = Fall Down Lightly by VHS or Beta
1/3 = Old and Gray by Maps and Atlases

BONUS FUN
Top 13 Albums of 2015

Silly Hat vs. Egale Hat by Dan Deacon (2003)

All Together by Pattern is Movement (2008)

Fortress by Miniature Tigers (2010)

Muskabeatz by Chad Muska (2003)

Untethered Moon by Built to Spill (2015)

Twin Cinema by The New Pornographers (2005)

Paper Television by The Blow (2007)

WIXIW by Liars (2012)

Post-Nothing by Japandroids (2009)

Summer Sun by Yo La Tengo (2003)

Barragán by Blonde Redhead (2014)

Archer’s Jamboree by Houdan the Mystic (2012)

Irreal by Disappears (2015)



Winter 2016
1/4 = Ativan Eyes by Ted Leo and the Pharmacists
1/5 = Old and Gray by Maps & Atlases
1/6 = The Falls by The Octopus Project
1/7 = Bad Weekend by Art Brut
1/8 = Bolivian Ragamuffin by Aerosmith
1/9 = Bricks and Mortar by Editors
1/10 = Broke by Modest Mouse
1/11 = Starman/Rebel Rebel by David Bowie
1/12 = Jackie Wilson Said (I’m in Heaven When You 
Smile) by Dexy’s Midnight Runners
1/13 = Unguided by The New Pornographers
1/14 = Sea Captain by Pattern is Movement
1/15 = Straight Outta Compton by N.W.A.
1/16 = Jolly Jolly Jolly Ego by Dirty Projectors
1/17 = The Slow Descent Into Alcoholism by The 
New Pornographers / Meet Me in the Basement by 
Broken Social Scene
1/18 = For Our Elegant Caste by of Montreal
1/19 = Basement Scene by Deerhunter
1/20 = Sound of Your Voice by Pattern is Movement
1/21 = History Sticks To Your Feet by Modest Mouse
1/22 = Fisher Bartok by Ram Hoss
1/23 = No One Knows by Queens of the Stone Age
1/24 = Mexican Radio by Wall of Voodoo
1/25 = Livin’ Free by The Young
1/26 = Swiss Grid by Turing Machine
1/27 = Intro by Aerosmith
1/28 = Corporal Clegg by Pink Floyd
1/29 = Rapper’s Delight by The Sugarhill Gang
1/30 = Because I Got High by Afroman
1/31 = Pick Up the Pieces by Average White Band
2/1 = Livin’ Free by The Young
2/2 = I Love You Too by Dead Meadow
2/3 = Dog Named Apollo by Atlas Sound
2/4 = Who by David Byrne & St. Vincent
2/5 = Falling by Ram Hoss
2/6 = Touch and Go by The Cars
2/7 = Goldskull by Miniature Tigers
2/8 = Carry the Zero (live @ WOW Hall) by Built to 
Spill
2/9 = So by Built to Spill

2/10 = Sprawl II (Mountains Beyond Mountains) by Ar-
cade Fire
2/11 = Fucked For Life by Dirty Projectors
2/12 = U Got The Look by Prince
2/13 = House Jam by Gang Gang Dance
2/14 = Baby’s Wearing Blue Jeans by Mac Demarco
2/15 = Conrad by Jets to Brazil
2/16 = Conrad by Jets to Brazil
2/17 = Obsessed by Mariah Carey
2/18 = Amazing by Aerosmith
2/19 = Flesh by Aerosmith
2/20 = 10:37 by Beach House
2/21 = Zebra by Beach House
2/22 = Find a New Way by tUnE-yArDs
2/23 = Lineri by The Notwist
2/24 = She Found Now by My Bloody Valentine
2/25 = Rip by Ringo Deathstarr
2/26 = Ol’ Diamondback Sturgeon (Fisherman’s Chroni-
cles, Pt. 3) by Primus
2/27 = Wataridori by Cornelius
2/28 = Waiting Room by Fugazi
2/29 = Cassius by Foals
3/1 = Every Morning by Sugar Ray
3/2 = 23 by Blonde Redhead
3/3 = Time of Dark by tUnE-yArDs
3/4 = Find a New Way by tUnE-yArDs
3/5 = She Found Now by My Bloody Valentine
3/6 = Cupid de Locke by The Smashing Pumpkins
3/7 = Sink-O by tUnE-yArDs
3/8 = Find a New Way by tUnE-yArDs
3/9 = Find a New Way by tUnE-yArDs
3/10 = Cutie Boots by Stepdad
3/11 = Living Zoo by Built to Spill
3/12 = Wedding Bell by Beach House
3/13 = Banshee Beat by Animal Collective
3/14 = Who Could Win a Rabbit by Animal Collective
3/15 = Chocolate Girl/FloriDada/Recycling by Animal 
Collective
3/16 = Livin’ on the Edge by Aerosmith
3/17 = Vertical by Animal Collective
3/18 = Fade by Sleater-Kinney
3/19 = Get a Grip by Aerosmith
3/20 = River Lea by Adele

SOTD Spring Break 2016

3/21 = Hey 
Fat Boy (Ass-
hole) by Ween
3/22 = Talking 
With Fireworks 
/ Here, It Never 
Snowed by The 
Twilight Sad
3/23 = Verti-
cal by Ani-
mal Collective
3/24 = Gold-
en Gal by Ani-
mal Collective
3/25 = Verti-
cal by Ani-
mal Collective
3/26 =  Big 
Jilm by Ween
3/27 = Sum-
ming the 
Wretch by Ani-
mal Collective



Spring 2016
3/28 = Easy Peasy by Ponytail

3/29 = Marble Madness by The Advantage

3/20 = Mutilated Lips by Ween

3/31 = Wataridori by Cornelius

4/1 = Lineri by The Notwist

4/2 = Vertical by Animal Collective

4/3 = Lion in a Coma by Animal Collective

4/4 = Republic of Rough and Ready by Hella

4/5 = Heil Xanax by Death in Vegas

4/6 = Another Day by Built to Spill

4/7 = Duplex Trip by Avey Tare’s Slasher 

Flicks

4/8 = Longstockings by Lightning Bolt

4/9 = We All Die Young by Zorch

4/10 = Alice Practice by Crystal Castles

4/11 = Culture Shock by Death Grips

4/12 = Solid Gold by AU

4/13 = Vertical by Animal Collective

4/14 = Golden Gal by Animal Collective

4/15 = Ashtray Heart by Placebo

4/16 = Paradise Girls by Deerhoof

4/17 = Lady M by Blonde Redhead

4/18 = Pulk/Pull Revolving Doors

4/19 = New Chlorine by Tera Melos

4/20 = Anita Berber by Death in Vegas

4/21 = Recycling by Animal Collective

4/22 = ZZZ Top by Aesop Rock

4/23 = Spilling Guts by Animal Collective

4/24 = Catchy (Was Contagious) / Roses on the 

Window by Avey Tare’s Slasher Flicks

4/25 = Do You Wanna by Ringo Deathstarr

4/26 = Susanville by The Vandals / Just for the 

Night (BMSR Remix) by Laura Burhenn

4/27 = Fatalist Palmistry by Why?

4/28 = Lady M by Blonde Redhead

4/29 = Integration by Disappears

4/30 = Several Girls Galore by My Bloody Val-

entine

5/1 = Black Plastic Bag by Q and not U

5/2 = Roboturner by Between the Buried and 

Me

5/3 = There’s No Secrets This Year by Silversun 

Pickups

5/4 = Samoan Girls by Azeda Booth

5/5 = Do You Wanna by Ringo Deathstarr

5/6 = 10:37 by Beach House

5/7 = Boléro by Ravel

5/8 = Requiem for the Gods by Michiru Ya-

mane (Castlevania: Symphony of the Night 

Original Game Soundtrack)

5/9 = Ass Fuckin’ Butt Lickin’ Cunt Suckin’ 

Masturbation by G.G. Allin

5/10 = Melody Nine by Tera Melos

5/11 = Vertical / Lying in the Grass by Animal 

Collective

5/12 = Incompatible by Baths

5/13 = I Luv the Valley OH! by Xiu Xiu

5/14 = Lying in the Grass by Animal Collective

5/15 = Hocus Pocus by Animal Collective

5/16 = Good Friday by Why?

5/17 = Forgiven by Actress

5/18 = Cherub Rock by Smashing Pumpkins

5/19 = Cynic by Sister Crayon

5/20 = A Spoonful of Slurry by Tera Melos

5/21 = FloriDada by Animal Collective

5/22 = Spilling Guts by Animal Collective

5/23 = Vertical by Animal Collective

5/24 = I’m Still the Same Person by Sister Crayon

5/25 = Adnan’s by Orbital

5/26 = Natural Selection by Animal Collective

5/27 = FloriDada by Animal Collective

5/28 = Spilling Guts by Animal Collective

5/29 = Vertical by Animal Collective

5/30 = I’m Real by Jennifer Lopez feat. Ja Rule

5/31 = Bagels in Kiev by Animal Collective

6/1 = Open Doors by ...And You Will Know Us By 

The Trail Of Dead

6/2 = Rifle Eyes by cLOUDDEAD

6/3 = Aquatic Ambience (Donkey Kong Country 

OST)

6/4 = Trepidation by Mike Mirabello

6/5 = Giggy Smile by Faust

6/6 = When I Was Done Dying by Dan Deacon

6/7 = Rims by Actress

6/8 = Roboturner by Between the Buried and Me

6/9 = Father Electricity by Julian Casablancas + 

The Voidz

6/10 = Whaddit I Done by Animal Collective



Works Cited

Screenshot of alterspace from 
http://neilmakesthings.com/section/434310-alterspace.html

alterspace: pleasure detail 1

daddy communion 1
your swagger and your bearing state 2

Burly Saint: Resting Anxious Face

BLESSTHISMESS
OR

HOW I LEARNED TO STOP WORRYING AND LOVE MY 
FAGGOTRY

all works by
Neil Daigle Orians
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